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Toddler Room Reflection
18th May—12th June 2015
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Farewell…

REMINDER:
WHAT YOU NEED:
Each day you will need to
ensure your child has:
 A water bottle (this goes
home at the end of each
day)
 Spare clothes
 Nappies

We would like to
start off by saying
farewell to three
of our children
and their families.
We will miss all of
you dearly and
hope you visit us
soon.

 Underwear (when toilet
training)

MIHIKA

 Any comforters that you
child has
_____________________

ARSHIYA

 As it is getting into the
colder months please ensure your child has the
appropriate clothing in
their bags.

Welcome...
We are excited to welcome four new children and their families
to the toddler room. They have settled in nicely and are ready to
begin learning and developing and most importantly have fun.
MATILDA

MILA

JACKSON

JAINEEL

 Please ensure that everything is labeled as our lost
property box has begun to
fill up again and we will
donate the clothing if no
one takes ownership. You
could use the following
website;
http://
www.stuckonyou.com.au/
 If your child has medication, please inform any
member of staff and fill out
medication forms appropriately. And most importantly please do not leave
medication in child’s bag.

Lead Educator:

Assistant Educators:

Casual Educators:

 Sarah (Mon-Fri)

 Hannah (Mon-Fri)
 Leanne (Mon-Tue)
 Jaysri (Mon-Fri)

 Renee
 Rupal
 Kara

A Good Book Has No Ending...
Books are important to children’s
learning and development. Below
is a list of what children are
learning from books.

 Developing a love of reading
that can last a lifetime.

 Develops their cognitive skills
and recognition of letters required for writing.
 Great technique for further
developing their
language and
pronunciation
skills.

 Further develop their vocabulary.
 Understanding that words are
made up of smaller sounds
(phonemic awareness).
 Different fonts that words
come in.

 Gradually develop longer attention spans during quite
times.
 Their listening skills are
heightened.
 Structure of books beginning,
middle, end.

Rock, Paper… SCISSORS!
We believe it is important to ensure children have access to various supplies that can help them
in their learning and development.

I PLAY WITH SCISSORS FOR
THE SHEAR FUN OF IT!

Isaiah:
“I did it!”

Ciara: “Look at
The educators set up a cutting
table for the children with newspaper and magazine sheets.

We had a jar of scissors sitting on
the bench and a few of the children wanted to use them.

Daniel:
“I cut…
paper!”

me… I can do it!”
LEARNING…
 Outcome 4: Child
ren

are confident and involved lea
rners by
following and exten
ding their own
interests with enthu
siasm, energy
and concentration.

 Develop fine motor
sk

ills.

 Holding scissors pr
operl
 Outcome 5: Child
ren
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y.

are
verbally communicati
ng with
each other and teach
ers when
asking for help.

Lights, Camera’s…Traffic!
The children have continued to be interested in cars, trucks, firetrucks etc. So we decided to concentrate on
the safety around vehicles. The educators had a discussion with the children about safety around cars, holding hands and looking both ways, pedestrian crossings and traffics lights.

Traffic lights
As part of program we made an
arts and crafts table for the children to make their own traffic
lights using a rectangular piece
of cut out card board, three circle
(green, yellow and red) and glue.
Before starting the educators
showed the children a picture of
what they were going to make,
showed them how to make it then
let them make their own by them
selves.

Rupal: “What is
that colour?”
Miles: “Red.”
Rupal: “do you
know what red
means?”
Miles: “Stop!”
Rupal: “What is
that colour?”
Zoe: “Green.”
Rupal: “What does
green mean?”
Zoe: “It mean go!...
Yellow one is slow”

Pedestrian crossings
Also as part of our program and
safety exercise the children also
made their very own pedestrian
crossings using a white page,
strips of black paper and glue.

Jasmine: “It is a circle!... Red, yellow,
green.”

Follow safety.
Ensure safety.
Teach safety.
Yield safety.

Stop

the environment outen are learning about
tly…. safety.
vice and most importan
ser
the
d
an
me
ho
of
e
sid
ng their thoughts.
verbally communicati
are
ren
ild
Ch
5:
me
tco
 Ou
gross motor skills.
 Developing fine and
and their signals.
t colours and patterns
 Learning more abou

ldr
 Outcome 2 and 3: chi

Aim safety.

Think
,
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i
L
, Look,

The children were
shown pictures of
pedestrian crossing on
the computer before
they began making their own.

LEARNING…

Seek safety.

Afterwards the children
sat down with the
educators and as a
group we spoke about
the importance of
pedestrian crossings, where they
are most likely to be found and
most importantly remembering to
hold a parents hand before crossing the road and to look left and
right twice to make sure there are
no cars coming.
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Lets All Scream For Ice-cream!
Art & Craft:
The children took turns at
choosing the coloured
circles they wanted on their
ice-cream cone and with
some assistance they pasted
their coloured circled on the
cones making their very own
ice-creams.

Mitchell: “I like ice-cream!”
Jasmine: “Me too!”
Mihika:”I like pink.”
Moving on from this small
interest the educators set up and
arts & crafts activity for the
children to make their own icecreams.

Chocolate
Strawberry
Vanilla
Bubblegum
Banana

Afterward Jaysri had a discussion
with the children about the icecreams they made and what
colours/flavors the children chose to
paste on their cones.

The educators cut
out some cardboard
cone shaped pieces
and coloured circles
for the children to
paste together at
the art and craft
table.

Cooking Experience:

The children took turns to help
combine the ingredients into two
different bowls to make two flavors of ice-cream — vanilla and
chocolate.
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2cups full cream.



1 can condensed milk.

Blend these two ingredients
together until thick and

Extending on the ice-cream interest above the educators thought
of doing a cooking experience —
making ice-cream.
The educators started by telling
the
children what
the ingredients
were and how
they were going to make it.



creamy, place in a tray and
put in freezer for couple
hours. Ready to serve.

The ice-creams were put in the
freezer for a
couple of hours
and served in
cones for
afternoon tea.
The children
chose which flavor they wanted
and really enjoyed eating their
ice-creams.
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* Before freezing, can add
any kind of flavours or fruits
etc to make your ice-cream
even tastier.

LEARNING…
The children are lea
rning to
use their fine and gr
oss motor
skills as well as their
cognitive skills to figure ou
t the
relationship betwee
n colours
and flavours.
The children are verb
ally and
non-verbally interac
ting with
one another and show
they
can take turns when
making
the ice-cream.

Doctor… Doctor!
Isaiah was looking at a book ‘Going to the Doctors’ and saw
a picture of a doctor using his stethoscope. Renee brought
her stethoscope in for
…
the children to use.
LEARNING
ing the roles of She showed the chilThe children are learn
dren how it is used
e a stethoa doctor and how to us
and what it is used
d
igating an
scope. They are invest
art beat sounds for. The children took
finding out what a he
turns to listen to each
c the same
like and trying to mimi
others heart beats.
sound.

Threading...
A few of the children have been
focused on the threading board in
our room but have been having
trouble figuring out the treading
component of it.
To help with this we brought in a
threading activity for the
children with
shoe laces, pin
wheels and
threading coins.

Slowly the children have gotten
really good at threading the laces
through the holes of the pin
wheels and the coins, even making patterns
and sorting
them out by
colours.

LEARNIN

G…

The childre
n are usin
g their cog
skills and
nitive
their hand
-e
ye coordin
when tryin
ation
g to thread
the laces
through th
e holes. Un
derstandin
recognisin
g and
g pattern sy
stems.
Red and yellow and pink and green,
Orange and purple and blue.
I can sing a rainbow, sing a rainbow,
sing a rainbow too.

Listen with your eyes,
listen with your eyes.

ainbow!

And sing everything you see.

gar
n
i
s
n
a
c
I

The children have always
really enjoyed using the
parachute. The educators
brought it out one afternoon
to entertain the children. We
put a few balls in the middle
of the parachute and encouraged
the children to shake the parachute as fast as they could whilst
singing songs and without dropping the balls on the ground.

LEARNING…
Not only are the children continuing to learn and recognise colours
they are also learning a different
way of talking—sign language.

I can sing a rainbow, sing a rainbow,
sing along with me.

Afterwards we laid
the parachute out
flat on the ground
and sat on it to do a
small group time
before having afternoon tea.
We discussed the
colours on the
parachute and also
sang ‘’I can sing a
rainbow’ using
sign language.
Toddler Room Reflection

Red and yellow and pink and green,
Orange and purple and blue.
I can sing a rainbow, sing a rainbow,
sing a rainbow too.

Using sign language is very
new to the children and
they enjoyed using it in the
song and continue to show
interest in not only the
song but the sing language.
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SCIENCE EXPERIEMENTS
Milk, Detergent and Food-dye:
We have been focused on colours for a while but now the
children are learning about
what the primary colours
and secondary colours are
and how the primary colours
mix together to make secondary colours. A good example of this was the milk, detergent and food-dye
experiment.

drops of detergent into the
bowl, making a
reaction.

We did this by pouring some
milk in a bowl and adding a few
red, blue, yellow.
drops of food-dye (primary colSECONDARY:
ours) to it. The children watched
purple, green, orange carefully as Hannah added a few
PRIMARY:

Animal Adventure!

Children a
re experim
enting and
hypothesiz
ing whilst
awaiting fo
the final re
r
sult.
They are d
iscussing th
oughts and
ideas with
one anothe
r.

Slowly the colours began to
move and mix together creating secondary colours. The
children really enjoyed this
and were very excited watching the colours move around.

LEARNING…

As part of our zoo table the children have greatly become interested in
animals, especially animals that you see at the zoo. To learn more about
this the educators found a DVD in the centre library called ‘Animal Adventure’. By using puppets, drawings and real life videos the DVD
showed the children the various animals found at the zoo, their habitats
and where they originate from, the sounds they make and the foods they
eat.

We’re going to the zoo, zoo, zoo.
How about you, you, you.
You can come too, too, too.
We’re going to the zoo, zoo, zoo.
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LEARNIN
G…
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chilUsing the computer the
about
dren continue to learn
and
all the different animals
nt and
the different environme
live in.
habitats that animals

Our Focus...
Over the last few weeks the educators have been
working hard to improve not just ourselves, but the
centre and our practices in the best interest of the
children.

In addition to this we also
have a world map on the
back of our block shelf.
The children have been
fascinated with the map;
some children can identify
Australia and others are
able to point or even say
where about in the world
their family is from.

New supplies have been
brought in and will continue to be brought in for
the development of the
children.
The program has now
changed and with that we
have new area in the room including a language,
literacy and numeracy area/table.
The children have found
this new area a delight to
play and learn in and
with some help from the
educators the children are
recognizing the letters in
the alphabet and number
1-10.

The last change in our room so
far is the changing area in the
bathroom. As the children interest in animals grew we made
and underwater themed changing area for the children. They
love looking at all the fish, crabs
and dolphins whilst getting their
nappies changed; we find it’s a
good distraction for them.

Construction:
Sustainability is part of our
program and we try to
implement this all the time.
Recently we have been doing
this by re-using all the card
board boxes, bottles, etc. to
use for construction.

Firstly the children helped the
educators to
tape up the
boxes and then
paint them
using various methods; brushes,
sponges, stamps etc.

The children enjoyed this stage
just as much as the next stage;
constructing.
Using tape and glue, the children
worked together to make what
ever they desired, from; cars,
planes, rocket ships and so much
more.

LEARNING…

tions
ing to use their imagina
The children are learn
ey’re
create a piece of art. Th
and work together to
be
ing, even rubbish can
also learning that anyth
used as art.
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